
Startup/Shutdown definitions 

Reconsideration of Certain Startup/Shutdown Issues:  National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air 
Pollutants From Coal- and Oil-Fired Electric Utility Steam Generating Units and Standards of 
Performance for Fossil-Fuel-Fired Electric Utility, Industrial-Commercial-Institutional, and Small 
Industrial-Commercial-Institutional Steam Generating Units  
Final Rule 11/19/2014 

Shutdown means the period in which cessation of operation of an EGU is initiated for any purpose. 
Shutdown begins when the EGU no longer generates electricity or makes useful thermal energy (such as 
heat or steam) for industrial, commercial, heating, or cooling purposes or when no coal, liquid oil, 
syngas, or solid oil-derived fuel is being fired in the EGU, whichever is earlier. Shutdown ends when the 
EGU no longer generates electricity or makes useful thermal energy (such as steam or heat) for 
industrial, commercial, heating, or cooling purposes, and no fuel is being fired in the EGU. Any fraction 
of an hour in which shutdown occurs constitutes a full hour of shutdown. 

Startup means: 

(1) Either the first-ever firing of fuel in a boiler for the purpose of producing electricity, or the firing of 
fuel in a boiler after a shutdown event for any purpose. Startup ends when any of the steam from the 
boiler is used to generate electricity for sale over the grid or for any other purpose (including on-site 
use). Any fraction of an hour in which startup occurs constitutes a full hour of startup; or 

(2) The period in which operation of an EGU is initiated for any purpose. Startup begins with either the 
firing of any fuel in an EGU for the purpose of producing electricity or useful thermal energy (such as 
heat or steam) for industrial, commercial, heating, or cooling purposes (other than the first-ever firing of 
fuel in a boiler following construction of the boiler) or for any other purpose after a shutdown event. 
Startup ends 4 hours after the EGU generates electricity that is sold or used for any other purpose 
(including on site use), or 4 hours after the EGU makes useful thermal energy (such as heat or steam) for 
industrial, commercial, heating, or cooling purposes (16 U.S.C. 796(18)(A) and 18 CFR 292.202(c)), 
whichever is earlier. Any fraction of an hour in which startup occurs constitutes a full hour of startup. 

National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for Major Sources: Industrial, Commercial, 
and Institutional Boilers; Notice of reconsideration of final rule; Request for public comment 
Proposed rule 12/1/14 
 
Shutdown means the period in which cessation of operation of a boiler or process heater is initiated for 
any purpose.  Shutdown begins when the boiler or process heater no longer makes useful thermal 
energy (such as heat or steam) for heating, cooling, or process purposes and/or generates electricity or 
when no fuel is being fed to the boiler or process heater, whichever is earlier. Shutdown ends when the 
boiler or process heater no longer makes useful thermal energy (such as steam or heat) for heating, 
cooling, or process purposes and/or generates electricity, and no fuel is being combusted in the boiler or 
process heater. 
 
 
 
 

http://api.fdsys.gov/link?collection=uscode&title=16&year=mostrecent&section=796&type=usc&link-type=html
https://www.federalregister.gov/select-citation/2014/11/19/18-CFR-292.202
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Startup means: 
 
(1) Either the first-ever firing of fuel in a boiler or process heater for the purpose of supplying steam or 
heat for heating and/or producing electricity, or for any other purpose, or the firing of fuel in a boiler 
after a shutdown event for any purpose. Startup ends when any of the steam or heat from the boiler or 
process heater is supplied for heating, and/or producing electricity, or for any other purpose, or 
 
(2) The period in which operation of a boiler or process heater is initiated for any purpose. Startup 
begins with either the first-ever firing of fuel in a boiler or process heater for the purpose of supplying 
useful thermal energy (such as steam or heat) for heating, cooling or process purposes, or producing 
electricity, or the firing of fuel in a boiler or process heater for any purpose after a shutdown event. 
Startup ends four hours after when the boiler or process heater makes useful thermal energy (such as 
heat or steam) for heating, cooling, or process purposes, or generates electricity, whichever is earlier. 
 
(Some of the?) Record Keeping Requirements During Startup/Shutdown 
 
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants from Coal- and Oil-fired Electric Utility 
Steam Generating Units and Standards of Performance for Fossil-Fuel-Fired Electric Utility, 
Industrial-Commercial-Institutional, and Small Industrial-Commercial-Institutional Steam Generating 
Units; Corrections 
12/19/2014 
53. Section 63.10032 is amended by revising paragraph (f) to read as follows: 
§63.10032 What records must I keep? 
(f) Regarding startup periods or shutdown periods: 
(1) Should you choose to rely on paragraph (1) of the definition of “startup” in § 63.10042 for your EGU, 
you must keep records of the occurrence and duration of each startup or shutdown. 
(2) Should you choose to rely on paragraph (2) of the definition of “startup” in § 63.10042 for your EGU, 
you shall must keep records of: 
(i) the determination of the maximum clean fuel capacity for each EGU; 
(ii) the determination of the maximum hourly clean fuel heat input and of the hourly clean fuel heat 
input for each EGU; and 
(iii) the information required in § 63.10020(e). 
 
39. Section 63.10020 is amended by revising paragraph (e) to read as follows: 
§63.10020 How do I monitor and collect data to demonstrate continuous compliance? 
(e) Additional requirements during startup periods or shutdown periods if you choose to rely on 
paragraph (2) of the definition of “startup” in § 63.10042 for your EGU. 
(1) During each period of startup, you must record for each EGU: 
(i) The date and time that clean fuels being combusted for the purpose of startup begins; 
(ii) The quantity and heat input of clean fuel for each hour of startup; 
(iii) The gross output for each hour of startup; 
(iv) The date and time that non-clean fuel combustion begins; and 
(v) The date and time that clean fuels being combusted for the purpose of startup ends. 
(2) During each period of shutdown, you must record for each EGU: 
(i) The date and time that clean fuels being combusted for the purpose of shutdown begins; 
(ii) The quantity and heat input of clean fuel for each hour of shutdown; 
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(iii) The gross output for each hour of shutdown; 
(iv) The date and time that non-clean fuel combustion ends; and 
(v) The date and time that clean fuels being combusted for the purpose of shutdown ends. 
(3) For PM or non-mercury HAP metals work practice monitoring during startup periods, you must 
monitor and collect data according to this section and the site-specific monitoring plan required by § 
63.10010 (l). 
(i) Except for an EGU that uses PM CEMS or PM CPMS to demonstrate compliance with the PM 
emissions limit or that has LEE status for filterable PM or total non-Hg HAP metals for non liquid 
oil-fired EGUs (or HAP metals emissions for liquid oilfired EGUs), or individual non-mercury metals CEMS 
you must: 
(A) Record temperature and combustion air flow or calculated flow as determined from combustion 
equations of post-combustion (exhaust) gas, as well as amperage of forced draft fan(s), upstream of the 
filterable PM control devices during each hour of startup. 
(B) Record temperature and flow of exhaust gas, as well as amperage of any induced draft fan(s), 
downstream of the filterable PM control devices during each hour of startup. 
(C) For an EGU with an electrostatic precipitator, record the number of fields in service, as well as each 
field's secondary voltage and secondary current during each hour of startup. 
(D) For an EGU with a fabric filter, record the number of compartments in service, as well as the 
differential pressure across the baghouse during each hour of startup. 
(E) For an EGU with a wet scrubber needed for filterable PM control, record the scrubber liquid to flue 
gas ratio and the differential pressure across the scrubber of the liquid during each hour of startup. 
 
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants from Coal- and Oil-fired Electric Utility 
Steam Generating Units and Standards of Performance for Fossil-Fuel-Fired Electric Utility, Industrial-
Commercial-Institutional, and Small Industrial- Commercial-Institutional Steam Generating Units-Final 
Rule 
2/16/12 
§ 63.10032 What records must I keep? 
(f) You must keep records of the occurrence and duration of each startup and/or shutdown 
 
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for Major Sources: Industrial, Commercial, 
and Institutional Boilers; Notice of reconsideration of final rule; Request for public comment 
Proposed Rule 
12/1/14 
§ 63.7555 What records must I keep? 
(11) For each startup period, you must maintain records of the time that clean fuel combustion begins; 
the time when firing (i.e., feeding) start for coal/solid fossil fuel, biomass/biobased solids, heavy liquid 
fuel, or gas 2 (other) gases; the time when useful thermal energy is first supplied; and the time 
when the PM controls are engaged. 
(12) For each startup period, you must maintain records of the hourly steam temperature, hourly steam 
pressure, hourly steam flow, hourly flue gas temperature, and all hourly average CMS data (e.g., CEMS, 
PM CPMS, COMS, ESP total secondary electric power input, scrubber pressure drop, scrubber liquid 
flow rate) collected during each startup period to confirm that the control devices are engaged. In 
addition, if compliance with the PM emission limit is demonstrated using a PM control device, 
you must maintain records as specified in paragraphs (d)(12)(i) through (iii) of this section. 
((i) For a boiler or process heater with an electrostatic precipitator, record the number of fields in 
service, as well as each field’s secondary voltage and secondary current during each hour of startup. 
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(ii) For a boiler or process heater with a fabric filter, record the number of compartments in service, as 
well as the differential pressure across the baghouse during each hour of startup. 
(iii) For a boiler or process heater with a wet scrubber needed for filterable PM control, record the 
scrubber liquid to fuel ratio and the differential pressure of the liquid during each hour of startup. 
 
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for Major Sources: Industrial, Commercial, 
and Institutional Boilers; Final rule; Notice of final action on reconsideration 
Final Rule 1/31/13 
§63.7555 
(10) You must maintain records of the calendar date, time, occurrence and duration of each startup and 
shutdown. 
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